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The New GOODWINCH  

G12 Twin Motored TDS-9.5 

Extra Large Drum Winch 
Our TDS-Goldfish winches have always been known for their 
superb build quality, with lots of brilliant features giving both 
reliability and longevity. 
 
Now in the ninth year of production, David Bowyer has teamed 
up with MG Offroad to design and build the ‘King of TDS 
Winches’. 
 
Over these last 9 years, David, who in the beginning originally 
helped Kingone to produce the TDS range of waterproof 
winches, has continually brought about new versions enhancing 
the original winches. 
 
By fitting three sizes of drums, three sizes of motors,  Air 
Freespool kits, Turbo Power Controllers, 4 function Lodar  
Wireless Radio Remotes and a whole range of vehicle, portable 
and lifting frame kits.  All this proving that the standard TDS 
range of  winches made by Kingone for David, are worthy for 
upgrading to first class  ’good winches’        
 

Many will remember the G10 and G12 waterproof winches which David 
designed and built in the late nineties, and after 15 years it is believed 
that most are still running thanks to the drum roller bearings,  
greaseways, grease nipples and waterproof sealing.  
 
Featured here is the New G12. 
 
This remarkable winch has everything that a keen off roader, or new to 
the challenge scene,  will ever want at not too expensive a price, see 
over. 
 
As these winches are built to order in the Goodwinch workshops, there 
are many options available, see over. 
 
The pictures shown here feature a TDS-9.5 gearbox with an  
Extra Large Drum carrying a 12mm x 38m Dyneema Bowrope with twin 
Bow ‘2’s activated by twin Bowrights and an Air Freespool. 
 
The new combined motor drum conversion and twin motor  carrier contains a very efficient heavy duty toothed belt system, this not 
only joins together the outputs of the two Bowmotors but also increases the gear ratio to the driveshaft with an adaptor to power 
the gearbox the other side of the drum.   
 
We expect that most users will want the fastest overall gearing as shown here 
which is 112:1, but a lower ratio is available,  as well as standard gearing of 173:1 
giving a huge pulling capacity, yet still quite fast, please see over. 
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The new Goodwinch G12 Twin 

 Motored Winch 

Prices and available options 
 

The photographs overleaf shows the final version which features large greaseable roller bearings in both 

 drum supports along with twin ‘V’ ring seals each side and a freespool oiling point.                     £2,299 

 

The above will take a 12mm x 38m Dyneema Bowrope c/w Yellow hook and Aluminium Hawse    £  249 

 

Air Freespool Kit               £    99 

 

Turbo ‘2’ Power Controller              £  299 

 

2 Function Lodar Wireless Radio Remote (for ‘in’ and ‘out’)         £  179 

 

4 Function Lodar Wireless Radio Remote (for ‘in’ and ‘out’, freespool and 12/24 volt operation)    £  275 

 

All the above prices are plus carriage and VAT   
 

Useful Data, based on Bow ‘2’s fitted with 112:1 ratio 

 

12 volt mode with 2 batteries in parallel with a good 12 volt alternator 

No load Amp draw:  140 Amps     No load speed:   25m (82’) per min 

 

24 volt mode using a Turbo ‘2’ Power Controller with 2 batteries in series with a good  

  12 volt alternator. 

No load Amp draw:  179 Amps     No load speed:   34m (112’) per min 

 

Pulling capacity on first layer in either mode: 

Overall gearing 173:1 17,000lbs/7.7tonne with Bow ‘2’s fitted 

Overall gearing 122:1 12,000lbs/5.4 tonne with Bow ‘2’s fitted 

Overall gearing 112:1 11,000lbs/5 tonne with Bow ‘2’s fitted 

 
   

The Twin motor conversion kit and end cover is designed and milled from solid aluminium by MG Offroad who are serious off road 
challenge competitors which gave them the reason to get more speed and power out of their TDS winches.  After 18 months of hard 
use in the field and with further input from David Bowyer, the New G12 is shown here with the Air Freepool in place. 
 
The conversion kit can be purchased on its own or supplied ready built and tested to the specification of your choice, though we 
 expect that most people will go for what is shown here. 
 
A final enhancement is the new aluminium right hand gearbox drum support to mimic the lower part of the motor conversion  
support and features a drum roller bearing with a grease nipple. The TDS gearbox  also has an oiling point fitted to ensure easier 
freespooling. This makes the New G12 a truly ultimate fast, powerful and waterproof winch which is extremely efficient under all 

heavy pulling conditions. 


